Connecting families –
past and present

By HAYLEY LOWE of INTERNAL SOLUTIONS

I was putting the dishes away last night
and pondering my Vibrant Hutt article. I
asked out loud “Come on, tell me what you
want me to write about” asking for a sign
from the Universe as I was, quite frankly, a
bit stuck!
About a minute later I checked my email
and I found this had just arrived:
Hi Hayley,
You did a session with my Mum two weeks
ago and myself four weeks ago.
My Uncle Jim came through both times
and when he came through in Mums’
reading he said he desperately wanted
Mum to contact his daughter, her niece
Lea, based in England.
Mum sent a letter to Lea the day after
the reading to the only address she
had.
Last Wednesday morning Mum
received an email from Lea saying she
desperately needed to talk to Mum. This
was the first email Lea had ever sent.
Mum spoke with Lea on Thursday night.
Turns out Lea’s Mum (who was the
reason between the no contact in 20
years after my Uncle’s death) has got
Alzheimers and is in a rest home and
does not remember Lea or her autistic son
Ritchie. Also Lea’s husband Martin passed
away 9 months ago and she is struggling
to cope.
Mum has arranged to see Lea when they
are over there (in England) in 3 weeks
and they are starting to rebuild the
family connection.
Mum is so pleased that she came to see
you and that you gave the message to
her from her brother.
Mum asked me to contact you to let you
know how truly grateful she is and how
happy she is to have Lea and Ritchie back
in the family. She also feels at peace
about not seeing her brother and Lea
said he talked so highly of her while he
was alive and his regret in not seeing
myself and mum before he passed.
Mum is so happy she has been telling

everyone. She said it was the best
money she has spent in a long time.
Zoe and Vicky

I must admit I felt a bit blown away by
the lovely message and the timing of its
arrival! I contacted Zoe straight away to
tell her of my request for a Universal sign
and to ask permission to use her story. She
was delighted - YAY! Thank you Universe
for providing just what I needed when I
needed it and thank you Zoe.
Connecting people to their loved ones is
such a wonderful part of my ‘job’.

How does it work?
Spiritual gifts are generally attached to
one or more of the five senses. There is
clairvoyance – where you experience
visions from spirit; clairsentience (feeling/
touching), clairaudience (hearing/
listening), clairolfactus (smelling),
claircognizance (knowing) and
clairgustance (tasting).
I receive messages in a claircognizant,
clairsentience and clairvoyant manner.
This means that spiritual guides, as
well as spirits connected with clients,
communicate via visions, touch and
intuition. I piece all the info together
to deliver guidance and messages from
loved ones.
I also use these gifts to facilitate healing
of current and past lives - helping to clear
blocks, patterns, beliefs and physical pain.
I believe that healing should be looked
at holistically in a body, mind and spirit
approach and I look after the ‘spirit’ part.
If you’d like to read more, including
testimonials, please see my website
www.internalsolutions.one

Find out more
and book online at

www.internalsolutions.one

Personal
As a clairvoyant medium I pass on information
from spirit – either general guidance or specific
answers to questions you may have.

Health
Have you been to see everyone under the sun
but no-one can explain why you have what you
have? Often, but not always, physical things
are associated with emotional blocks and that’s
what I can see. We work together to release the
energy attached to the problem.

Business
My extensive background as a business
owner enables me to easily understand what
messages are coming through – whether you
are thinking of a new focus but are unsure of
the outcome, have staffing issues, want to get a
handle on the competition or something else.
A session with me will bring you clarity

I am very passionate about helping people
to live the life they were born to live and I
can help you through your journey ... if you
let me.
To find out more please contact me at:
hayley@internalsolutions.one
book online at www.internalsolutions.one
phone 04 390 1184
/InternalSolutions33
Please note: I am not a medical professional and do not
claim to be one. I cannot diagnose. It is my personal
opinion energy healing should be used alongside
traditional medicine.

